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THE DE	 IN, ANALYSIS, ANIj EXPI?RIMf+^I3`I'AT^, 
EVALUATION OF AN LI.A."N I TC MODEL WTNG
by
Ralph K. Cavin, III, and Chavr)lit Thisayakorn
(I) Introduction
j
It is common practice in preliminary static aeroelastic analyses to
estimate elastic increments in stability derivatives by utilizing a
! ! clamped-vehicle stiffness matrix in conjunction with an aerodynamic influence
i
matrix determined for the configuration by use of the linear, inviscid
aerodynamic_ theory.
	
These aeroelastic estimates are normally refined by
'freeing' the structure and including vehicle mass effects based upon the use
of mean axis vehicle coordinate systems. 	 [11	 The computer program FLEXSTAB,
1
which was written by The Boeing Airplane Company under the sponsorship of
NASA AMES, is a relatively sophisticated implementation of these basic ideas.
II
FLEXSTAB has the capability of admitting two different types of structural
i..l
representations. 	 If the structural characteristics of the vehicle are
adequately represented by the interconnection of beam elements, then FLEXSTAB
accepts the beam EI tmd GK characteristics and generates the required structural.
matrices.	 On the other hand, the structural tatrices can be generated externally
i
LlI in a finite element program, without the restriction of beaus-like structural
U
properties, and the results can be entered directly into FLEXSTAB.
The primary objective of this study was to develop experimental, data from
L  a carefully controlled elastic model to be used in evaluating the effectiveness
of aeroelasticity programs such as FLEXSTAB for vehicles of the orbiter class.
In order to accomplish this objective at a minimum cost it was decided to
r

















and to construct elastic wings for the model. The 002 Orbiter wings were
straight with moderate aspect ratio and were therefore amenable to a beam-like
structaral representation.
(II) Designand Fabricati,^u of the Elastic Wire;
In view of the assi ed beam-like structure of the 002 Orbiter wing, it was
decided that the local carrying member of the ri;odel wing should be a beam with
well defined El and GK characteristics. It w,-is further decided that the
distribution of EI and GK along the wing span should parallel the 002 EI and
GK shapes provided to A&M by the NASA-JSC Structures group. However, no
attempt was made to scale the given (Stiff) beam characteristics to the 5%
model. Rather the selection of EI and GK was based upon the cr-7—erion that
mea:;unable deformations and stability derivative changes should occur under
expected aerodynamic load.
The basic design philosophy that evolved was that the aerodynamic loads
should be transmitted to the beam via rib members. Further, in order to
approximate the finite--element aerodynamic methods, the wing surface was
segmented in a streamwise manner and each segment was rigidly attached to a
corresponding rib element. FipniP 1 is a planform view showing location of
the Elastic Axis, as well as the basic aerodynamic sections for the wing.
The NACA airfoil descriptions are given in Figure 2. As can be seen from
Figure 1, the elastic axis is swept aft at an angle of 9.75 degrees from the
vertical.
Figure 3 depicts the basic construction of the elastic wing. Note that
each panel section is made of low density Balsa Wood which is cemented to the
supporting rib member. The region between ad„acent panel sections is
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FIGURE 1. Elastic Model Wing ^Ianform(5% 002 orbiter wing)
AIR-FOIL- ROOT NACA 0014
TIP NACA 0010
^J	 10






























REAR VIEW (not to scale)
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. is cemented to the Balsa. 	 Stress Calculations indicated that a high strength
' U a
alloy of stainless steel could be used for the wing spar but that heat treatment
t >°
was required after machining.
	
This process allowed a 2.5 safety factor on
ultimate strength and about 2.3 on yield strength. 	 (No allowance was made for
dynamic loads.)	 Bibs were shade of the same material as the spar for ease of
attachment.	 The spar was designed to have a rectangular cross section so that
the rib elements could be firmly attached to the spar. 	 Table 1 contains the
dimensional data for the spar. 	 The computed values for El and GK are also
'k Ij listed in this table.	 The cross sectional moment data which was computed by
i using the formulae [41
-	






I	 - ! z- dA = ba3	(2)
^F x	 12
The above symbols are defined in Figure 4.
t'
(III)	 Design Calculations
j The purpose of this section is to describe the analysis methods that were
a
utilized in the design of the elastic wing described in Section II. 	 Two basic
analytical tools were utilized in the evolution of structural specifications
T7, for the wing; namely the Doublet Lattice Aerodynamic lifting surface procedure
and the finite element structural analysis method for beam members. 	 In the
following, we first discuss the analytical formulation for the general,!
. time-dependent problem. 	 After thi^ broad notational framework bar. been
established, the special static--aeroelastic and flutter problems are considered..
?. A.	 The Structural Model
t
As has already been pointed out, the principal load-carrying member in the
=. wing structure is the spar element. 	 The spar is essentially a beam element with
( i
6Spanwise Panel b - Thickness a - Thickness Lengths
(Location number) (inches) (inches) (inches)
2-3 0.391 o.4o7 1.078
3-4 0.369 0.355 2.828
4-5 0.273 0.368 2.828
5-6 o.,,,,43 0.310 2.826
6-7 0.173 0.300 2.828
r-8 0.152 0. A6 2. 3P8
8-9 0.1M P.828 
9-10 0. 1,'g 0. 15" ^? .X391
Table 1. Spar Dimensions (See also Figure 3)
Li
IStation GKNumber o1' Values of EI Values of
Spanwi.se Segments (]b - in2 ) (lb - in2)













Values of El and GK for wing spar
E = 2.9 x 107 	Win
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8rectangular sections of length 2.8 in. whose sectional area progressively decreases
in the spanwise direction. There are 8 spar sections, each with a possibility
of 6 physical degrees of freedom per section, implying a maximum of
structural degrees of freedom.. However, in view of the planned testing of the
wing at vevy small (less than ten degrees) anr^les of attack, it was decided that
in--plane bending of the spar wouid be minimal and hence only torsional and
normal bending degrees of freedom were retain°d for each beam element. The
degrees of freedom associated with each element are defined in Figure 5.













0	 12 EI 3x/k,	 I
0	 - 6 EIx/k2, 4 EIx/P.
GK/ k,	 0	 ,	 0	 ,	 GK/k_I
(3)
A composite stiffness matrix can be generated by appropriately combining the element
matrices in an underlying structural reference fraze. In view of the fact that
the spar is straight, the assembly task is quite straight-forward in this case and
can be accomplished by overlaying successive element matrices and adding
overlapping terms, e.g.,
12 EIx/k3,
	6 EIx/k2 ,	 4 EIx/^
IK]x
 -	 0	 '	 0
1-12 EIx/k3 , -6 EIx/k2,
s
	








Of course the left end of the inboard spar element is constrained to have no
i
degrees of Freedom since the flexible wring is attached to the fuselage at this
point.
A generalized mass matrix can be formulal;ed for the flexible wing by using
i
the results given in [2], i.e., the mass matrix for the element; in Figure 5 is
t	 U
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0AJ.210	 1	 105	 15A
J J0 o 6 o	 o	 3A
(4)
As in the case of the stiffness matrix, assembly of a comnosite.mass matrix for
the wing can be accomplished by appropriately combining the matrices, [M]K,
K = 1,..,8.	 The effects of rib mass were included by simply adding lumped mass
and inertia terms to the diagonal e.iements of the spar mass matrix.	 A surmmary of




Station number	 Distances of ribs'	 glib mass 	 Polar Mass
cif ribs
	
e.g. off from the	 (Slilg) x 10­ 3. 	 moment of inertia


















9	 0.377509	 0.0568	 0.009311
10	 0,322672	 0.039931	 mo4781











Since the wing spar is swept at an angL., A, of 9.75 degrees, it is necessary
to transform the spar structural matrli!es inhi a coordinate frame compatible with
M 	 Jni c	 1'rnino.	 Tli i c:	 ire ; • .i.:, i l.y a.ccomWisborl by per-forming the	 following
trans lbrmation 
[K],
	 =	 [T]	 [K]	 (T)^1
u
11 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 cos 0	 -sin 0	 0	 0	 0
1 T 0	 sin a	 cos 0	 0	 0	 0
where	 T= 0	 0	 G	 1	 0	 d
()0	 0	 0	 0	 cos	 --sin o
0	 0	 0	 0	 sin 0	 cos e j
B.	 Aerodynamics Development




forces is basedprocedure	 used	 aerodynamic
on the Doublet-Lattice-Method (D.L.M.) [3).
	
Fundamentally, the D.L.M. yields a
set of Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients, [D;), relating the assumed harmonic motion
of the normal wash, {wj, at specified points on the wing surface to the pressure
differential, {ACp},' across the wing.	 Specifically, the integrWl equation
1.w'(5c,y , z ) 
= 87r
	
f t	 K(x-C, y-n, z-^, w,M)ACp dC da	 (5)
lifting surface




where the velocity normal to the oscillating surface is
{W} = T3^ Re [{w} eiwt 	 ( 7)
and the pressure differential. is
{Ap) = q Re [{ACp} eimt).	 (8)




in genera.l, w i, is the distance from the jth, structural node to the 1/4 chord
point for the ijth, panel and rij is the distance from the nth. structural node
to the 3/4 ­ iord point for the ijth. panel (See Figure 6). The total force
acting on the ijth. panel is given by
u
J
fij = Apij Ail	 (9)
and will, be assumed to be acting at the center of the 3/4 chord point of the
i,jth. panel. In order to define the sense of the various forces and moments due
to the aerodynamic forces, we must first define the assumed positive displacement
at node J. This is done in Figure 7, the force tending to increase the dl
coordinate is




the force tending to increase d 2











where we assume that Zij and rij carry the sign of their x-coordinate location.
We will further assume that there are Q spanwise panel rows and P chordwise panel
rows, implying that n, the dimension of {d} is 3Q.
Let us now consider the computation of the normal wash W in terms of the
displacements at the structural, node points. By definition, the normal wash must
be equal to the substani :al derivative of the vertical displacement of the surface.
(Implying no fluid flow through the surface.) In particular, we are interested in
satisfying this boundary condition at the 3/4 chord points for each panel. The
vertical displacement at any point along.the chordwise centerline through node ,j
is	 zj = dlj - 13j ,	 (12)




_	 z^) - di j . xd30 - u^ 3^ .	 (13)




structural node i I
I
*X
FIGURE 6. Span-wise slice of wing showing













Consequently, the downWa,.h at the 3/4 chord o;' the i jjh. panel ran be written.
- I (Assuming no chordwise deformation).
W	 (t) = d	 - x
	
d	 - U d	 {l}i j	 ij	 i	 3J	 3J





Wij = dij (iw) - r1 ^ d,3^{;) - Uad3^	 (l5)
Let us now return to (6) and establish the mechanism for computing the
generalized nodal forces. 	 Denote
TM	 1w	 w	 .... W	 I	 w	 W	 .,.. W	 I......I W	 W11	 12	 1Q	 21	 22	 2Q	 PI	 P2 . • .	 yrpQ}„
(16)
{ In (6), [D] is therefore a matrix of dimension PQ x PX. 	 Let the force vector
if), the pressure vector, {Ap), etc. be defined using the same ordering as ( 16).
In addition, let the generalized forces at node k be ordered as
5
f	 = vertical deformation Force
f	 = bending deformation moment








-1 	 f	 f	 f	 f	 I	 ......	 I	 f .	f	 f	 },	 ('1T)s	 11	 21	 31	 12	 22	 32	 1Q	 2Q	 3Q
i.e., .{f} s denotes the vector of forces acting at the structural nodes. 	 We .must
now develop appropriate transformation matrices so that {f)s can be calculated
in terms of nodal displacements {d..). 	 From (10) and.(11), we..can write.
3Q	 3Q x 'PQ	 PQ
15
where the matrix [G] is defined as
r
A].] 0	 ..	 .. 0	 A21 0	 ... 0 ....	 Ag1 0	 .....	 0
1





-Q	 A11 11 1	 ... 0	 _u	 A21 21 0	 ... 0 ....- ZP1A}'1 0	 ..	 0`
I_.1 0 Al2	 ... 0	 0 A22	 ... 0 .,..	 0 APB
	 0
s. [o] - 0 0	 ..... 0	 0 0	 .... 0 ....	 0 0	 .....	 0




0 0	 ..... A2 ....	 0 0 ..... ApQ
o ..a	 ... 0	 0 0	 ... o ,...	 o o	 ....	 a
0 0,. . . - 0 .....-^1^2QA20 o o .....-^t 1QA1Q	 0 .... tP^APQ
Equation {6) implies that
{Ap} cga,[D]-1 {w}. (20) 
However (15) allows the.following relation between {w} and W.
{ j = 1	 H	 {d} +
 [E] {d} (21)
U^r Ua
where [H] and [E] are defined by
0	 0 -U. 0	 0 0	 ...... 0 0	 0w
0	 0 0 0	 0 -U^...... 0 0	 0
.	 . .	 .	 . .	 . .	 . .
0	 0 0 0	 0 0	 ..... , 0. 0	 --U 





u] 0 -r11 0 0 0	 ... 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 -r 	 .... 0 0 D
.	 . . .	 .	 . .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 . . . 1
0 0 0 0 u 0	 ... 1 0
f
1 0 -r21 0 0 0	 . . .. 0 0 0
[E]	 = D 0 0 1 0 -r22... 0 0
i
02Q0 0 D 0 0 0	 .... 1 0 -
. .	 .	 .	 .
1 0
-rP1 0 0 0	 .... 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 -r 	 .... 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0	 .... 1 0
-,PQ.
If we now combine (18) ,	 (20) and (21) , we can finally write






1 5 0	 C. The Static Aeroelasticity Problem
} The bulk of the analytical work conducted during this study involved the
estimation of elastic deformations under steady flow conditions. In this case,
w is set to zero in the aerodynamic .matrices and D is defined over the field
G
of real numbers. Hence (24) reduces to
f) _
	 G D 1 H d}	 25)`
U.
Gravitational loading of the wing was neglected because it was found. that these
forces were small compared to expected aerodynamic forces. The result of
combining (25), with the composite stiffness matrix whose development was









[K] (d) =	 [G] [D) -1 [H] ((d) + a {1})	 (26)
where (1) is a vector of length 3Q each of whose components is a one. In
effect, the term in parentheses on the right hand side of (26) contains a term
dependent upon the elastic deformation fd.) and a term dependent upon the rigid
angle of attack, a. Naw it is a simple manner to indicate the solution to (26),
e.g.
{d} _ ([K] -. q. [G] [D]_1 [H1)_1 tq. [G] [D]
_1
 [Ha {1 } a	 (27)
CO	 CO
A computer program was written to implement (27) using the planar doublet
lattice procedure (vortex lattice for steady ('low) to calculate the deformed
wing shape under a specified Mach number, q ,;irld rigid angle of attack, a. All
theoretical aeroelasticity results described i.n Section IV of this report, were
obtained via this procedure. A listing for this computer program is given in
Appendix A.
D. Flutter Problem
The 'basic problem in flutter analysis is that of determining if the wing
will develop oscillatory motions under test conditions. This requires the
inclusion of appropriate mass matrices and an unsteaa aerodynamics capability
into the existing computer code).
By utilization of matrix structural. analysis methods, discrete mass and
stiffness matrices have been developed for the wing under consideration
(See Section III). The resulting differential equation assumes the classical
form
[M] {d(t)l .+ [K] {d(t)} = {FA(t)),	 (28)
where	 [M] = mass matrix















id(t)} = displacement vector for the structure
{FA(t)} = the applied aerodynamic forces.
The basic approach was to ascertain those frequencies at which harmonic motion
can exist as a solution to (28).
Tt is normally convenient in structural ana.ly:.i s applications to work with the
frequencies and mode shapes associated wi LIi t.ho unexcited structural system.
If we set f FA(t:) } to zero in (28) and assume
{d(t;)} = {d} eiwt 0 	 (29)
then (28) becomes, upon rearranging:
(w21 - [M] -1 [K]) {d} = 0
	 (30)
It is clear therefore that the natural fre quencies for the free system correspond
to the eigenval.ue of [M] -1 [11 and mode shapes W correspond to the eigenvectors
of [M] -1 [K]. Let us denote the eigenvalues by w  and the associated ei-genvecters
by (pi), where i = 1, 2, ... , n. (n is the dimension of {d}.) Define
[rl = [ {p1} {p2} .... {pn}]
	 (31)
ki ] = diagonal [w 1 2  w 22	wn2 1.	 (32)
The natural frequencies in radians per second are tabulated below:
.a,




















































If we return to (28) and assume that the solution {d(t)} is written as a :Linear
combination of the basic vectors of [k] with time varying coefficient, we have
n
{d(t)} : E	 ^.(t) {pi}	 (33)
i=l
The i (t) are unknown scalar functions of time. We can place (33) into vector-
matrix form by defining
{^T (t)} = {^i (t) • 02 (t) .... On (t)}	 (3h)
and writing
{d(t)) = [P] {4c (t)}	 (35)
The substitution of (35) into (28), with some manipulations, yields
go
{0(t)} + [a) {$(t)} = [P]-1 [M] -1 {FA(t)}.	 (36)
It follows therefore that by the introduction of the coordinates ^ i , i : 1, 2,
..., n, the left hand side of (36) is decoupled and hence amenable to straight
forward solution. However, the right hand side of (36), which has only been
written in functional form to this point, is in fact a rather involved function
of {d(t)}. With the substitution of (2h) into (36), the c1ynamic,al equation for
the elastic wing finally become:;
f-W21 + [Q]} {^(w)} = f[S(w)] + iw[T(w)]} {+(w)}
	 (37)
where	 [S(w)] = -10 [P ]-1 [M] -1 [ G ] [ p ( w ) ]-1 [H] [P]	 (38)lJ^
[T'(w)] =m [P]-1 [M] -1 [G] [D(w) ] -1 [E] [g ].	 (39)
The inverse Fourier Transform o[' (37) is
00	 0




and * denotes the convolution operation. The investigation for instability or
sustained oscillation modes for the elastic wing is now reduced to that of
finding the location of the roots for the characteristic equation of system (40).
u	
Unfortunately, closed form expressions are not available for the elements of
u	 [T(t)] and [S(t)] due to the fact that [D(w)] can only be computed numerically
for specified values of w. Tests were made to determine if any of the lower
natural frequencies corresponded to eigenvalues for (40) and it was determined
-'	 that they did not.
i^	
(TV) Description of Tests
Essentially two types of tests were conducted on the elastic wing after it
had been fabricated at the Texas A&M Model Shop.
H(A) Static Tests
The vortex lattice program was utilized to compute the aerodynamic loads
that could be expected to act on each streamwise row of panels if the wing
was rigid. The loads were computed for an angle of attack of 50 and
q.
 = 80.lbs/ft. 2 Weights equal to these spanwise loads were attached to the
1/4 chord point for each panel section. Then vertical displacement measurements
were made for each rib at 25% and 75% of rib length. By using these measurements
and data on the unloaded wing position it was possible to calculate the wing
elastic pitching rotation.
(B) Wind Tunnel Tests
A series of six wind tunnel tests were conducted at the Texas A&M University
Wind Tunnel for two orbiter configurations. The conditions were:
q. - 50 lb/ftt2. a = 20 , 50 , & 80
qm
 80 lb/ft a = 20 , 50 , & 8°
The elevon setting was held at zero for all tests. These tests were conducted











/ identical	 The	 force	 data, C	 CCrigid wings.	 standard	 and moment	 ,	 M , wereL D , and
recorded for each ^equence of tests.
	
In addition, a Cathatometer was utilized to
umake vertical displacement measurements at each apanwise rib location for both tho
leading and trailing edges of the wing.	 The Cathatometer was instrumented with a {
potentiometer so that displacement readings could be automatically read into the
tunnel digital	 One difficulty that was experienced during thewind	 computer.
conduct of the test sequence was that the Cathatometer had to be moved in order to
i
1
make both leading edge and trailing edge measurements. 	 Due to the unevenness of
i
i






(V}	 Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results
# As indicated in Section IV, a series of static load tests were conducted to
verify that the structural model used for tt)e wing in the computer program was in
good agreement with the elastic deformations actually given by the wing. 	 Figures
8 and g show curves of vertical deflection and elastic twist about the y axis
#xp	 analytical procedures.	 It is clear that goodderived from both e erimental and anal 	 	 4
correlation was obtained for both twist and displacement in the static case,
implying that the mathematical characterization of the Wing was adequate.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 sumin< rite some of the deformation and force data
collected during the wind tunnel program.	 Figure 10 reflects the expected result
that increased rigid angle of a;1.L;Wlc Yielded increased z — direction deformations.
Further, for a given qm and n, .. _ IEeflections increased uniformly in going from
the wing root to the wing tip.	 figure 11 provides a comparison of. C L for the
elastic and rigid models obtained "rom experimental pror.eduxe.	 These curves are
so close to rigid C L obtained from the analytical procedure that the latter has
been omitted from the Figure.	 Finally, Figure 12 displays the elastic twist
R. " (increment in angle of attack) -tL- a	 =	 8 degrees for q,„
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angle of twist was measured at some of the inboard wing stations. Appendix B
contains a tabulation of Wind Tunnel Pest Results.
Finally, we wish to offer a comparison of experiment Fl and theoretical
I	 ..
aeroelastic estimates. The theoretical method outlined in Section III-C was used
to estimate static aeroelasticity effects. The reader is reminded that the
fuselage section of the orbiter was represented aerodynamically as a flat plate
whose streamwise length corresponded to that of the wing root. Figure 13 shows
f^!	
a comparison of estimated and measurements for the wing leading edge z deflection.
j^
	
	 This Figure shows that this particular get of data correlated quite well.
However, from Figure 14 we find that the theory estimates for elastic increment
in angle of attack lie below those obtained experimentally. In an effort to
determine if this difference was due to an inaccurate estimate of local center
of pressure for each panel section, the centers of pressure were shifted
forward by 20% and a new solution determined.. While this does give better
agreement, it does not appear that the solution to this discrepancy can be
obtained by a simple center of pressure shift.
(VI) Discussion
In this report we have described the design, fabrication, testing, and
analysis of a quasi-elastic orbiter model. The elasticity properties were
introduced by-constructing beam-like straight wings for the wind tunnel model.
A standard influence coefficient mathematical model was used to estimate
aeroelastic effects analytically. In general good agreement was obtained
between the empirical and analytical.estimate.s of the deformed shape. However
in the Ltatic aeroelasticity case, we found that the physical wing exhibited
less bending and more twist than was predicted by theory. Although the cause
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1	 I	 I__	 I	 I	 I	 I	 ___ I
1) Inadequate aerodynamic representation.
	
( See above discussion)
2) Imprecise wind tunnel. measurements. 	 Although the wing was relatively s
. quiet during testing some induced vibration occurred.
	 This vibration
along with cathatometer operator error almost certainly induced an
u
unknown measurement error. ;;{
3) Structural Integrity. 	 A continual problem that was experienced
during testing was that the rib-spar weld joints could easily be
r
i€
. destroyed by improper handling.	 This failure would explain spurious
data points like the one at station q on. Figure 1 4.
K
4) In-plane bending. 	 The elastic wing was designed to have
approximately the, same stiffness in-plane as normal to the plane.
Since the linear aerodynamic theory provides an inadequate ^	 5
representation for drag, it was not possible to adequately
)
model this effect.
In the	 in this	 indicate that the linearsummary,	 resili-,s obtained	 report
aerodynamic and theories provide an approximate estimate of aeroelastic effects.
However, our results imply that Lhe theory underestimates (at least in this case)^.
the elastic deformation in wing twist and hence the effects of elasticity on g
lift.	 We believe that further testing and more complete aerodynamic models are
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(33 J. P. Giesing, T. P. Kalman, and W. P. Rodden, "Subsonic Unsteady
Aerodynamics for General Configurations," Technical Report AFPDL-TR-
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Aeroelasticity Computer Program Listing
The following pages contain a listing of the computer program used to compute the
r






4 40 FCixMAT	 (Intl?.31
10 42 F O r-4 tT 	 i4X,	 11'15.5)
11 44 F0C M 4T	 [+F15.51
12 45 F''' +I 	T	 t T7U, I? )
13 413 F09MAT	 (,P,Ft5.6I
14 5O F	 T	 (A-1ci.61
15 52 r- C' v kit T	 (?=10.31
16 54 FR..ytT	 (e4 c 25,: 1
17 TO F^7eMAT	 (' 1' )
1R 7? F[kK4T	 ('-0 1
19 t 74 F %FN'AT	 i'-', 4+c ,' ,' :l J r 5 nF GJ l POUND-INCH 5010RED1 1 1
20 76 F rP'+ A i	 (' -' , 4X.' << -'t'JFS	 ')F El	 ( POUND-INCH SOUGRc01' )
21 753 FOP IO AT	 ( ' -' • 4X.' L _6:;TN OF EACH	 SPAR	 ( I NCH')' I
22 A.1 FOR Velr	 [ 1 - 0 94X,'ELFSTIC	 0iSPL.CF ,4FN T VECTOR	 (ALGN; Tt+= MAJOR AXIS)
1	 ')
23 R2 P rD')M AT 	 THC	 CTIFc— '*TG.TX01
2 R4 FO-F:FT	 ( 1 - ',T20 , 1 REI3UCC'. SIZE	 OF D- INVERSE NlTRIXl1
25 86 F PPMAT	 ['	 ',T?n,'r- N A TP.IX
	)
26 R9 FRRMAT	 ( m - ' ,T2ot "•B TFIx	 K-	 mATRIX A')
27 '31 F-0 2W AT	 (TX, ' I%CN'.T23,'PAOTAI44,T37,'PADI.AN'1
?A 94 FCa +1-'T (4X,'=LASTIf DISPLkCEMENT VECTOR ULONG TFF LEADING EDGF1'1
:R 95 F 41vV4T	 (7x, I C7 P IT ' '"FTEP S'.T22, ' DFGREFS'•T37 9 	rEGPFES')






36 CALL UL"' ("ET»rS4,ALPH4,NJ
C
C Ri:0UCF	 INV=PSE D-- 'AATPIX T [1	 THE	 WORKABLE SIZE
0.	 3.7 1"N= *N






_^rru+as^krt^^ sffi3T3iY^^ SSh+HAtF' .w. .. ._.._ ,..
	
_ 
	 _	 _	 l 	 -
//TH476	 JO0 fT90T- 9 4-C---r*109001.C-),'THISAYAKORN
	 '	 ins 959
I/*WATr-IVC
[	 ##y#s*x^►*#*##4*%^^e^u*###f.ikf+Yee+Rik#fi###¢*fi^***######+r+k*t^M^I^R+I^ank^M^! »#*#^k#t^lt^#fit*+^r^* 	 .
C	 **	 DISPLACEMENT ON MODEL WING 	 **
C	 +*	 CAUSED RY DYNAM I :C LOAD	 **




C	 R'LSPAPfJl =LENGTH 13F J-T4 SPAR ( I^If H1
C	 M=Nl1MREA CF S P jDNWISF PMFLS
C	 FtF-NUAORCR OF DFGPFaS (IF F?LFn,'104 FOR EACH PANEL
C	 tEDPIJ 1	 =JTH. FLF+'FNT s}F THE ELASTIC DISPLACEMENT VECTOR
C	 FDP (J} 	 =.'TH. ELtM:AT C = THE MGM	 DISPLACE14EPJT VECTOR
C
1	 I`PLIC *T ac AL" P 11-H97-71
2-	 0111IF }ST101 " E'STIcr(6,61.1STIF1(6x61,:STIFcf24,241,0IFFt24,24)
3.	 DIMFNSMt^ V_C112419Vc'C21241
4	 (:lu'-7 ESION cIt91,GJ(8)j EDP(241,RDP(24)
5	 C0.4-I04 /	 ^1/ FLSPA=(91
6	 CCINMON /F?: y ?/	 THETAi
7	 CE1M40N fbPEA91 ritNV460 o 6DI9RI8UH4101 , RIRLH(10)
R
	





^ ffi9v^7l R$YF! ....--,.. r-=^	
-	








{	 f{•^—^	 '^fI	 E°°^^	 +s^eawm,	 (	 ,^....^fl	 lr^.+--,^r	 1Y^•^W'	 lf.^wl	 w^u.
^	 A^+.^i	 i^	 n	 ^	 iN	 F.mnr>^•sf 	 4+x-1	 ^#	 {.w•.^d	 tom..-...}	 ©	 1.+.^-^+	 i..--.......1	 ^	 i^r1
39 i.J=0
40 12=0	 r:
41 0CJ 890	 J = 1. Ni	 i
42 I2=I2+2




4.7 DO A88 L=19N
43 W7	 8`R'R	 N='1 r PP2	 l
49 KL=KL+1




54 00 697	 1=•19RN
55 PRINT 4E,
	 1
56 PF.TNT	 42,	 (F'FD?JV(l'/J),J=1.*NTI	 •	 I
57 897 C nNT I Nus:
=l,C
59 CALL	 A 161 17	 (m,N,1++3,@LP HA! SOv 	 BETA.MSTAR) . 	 ..	 _
C
C PRINTOUT T H= A-41N TRI K
59 PRINT 86
' 60 on	 e{) 0	 1=1,u3
61 PRINT 461	 1
62 PPT *!T	 40,	 (A(I1JJ,J=19MSTA01
63 900 C064'1!''J^
C
C RELD IN INPUT—nATA
64 READ	 521	 ( G.J(J)gJ1	 1,'ss)
65 CErD	 52 1 	(FI(J1,J=1,!^)
66 410 50,	 (PLS°kR ( JI.J=1,M1
67 DO 7 I=1 1M
613 (:J'{I)=rJt11*1.120	 .	 •
69 i 7 G V RIT 1 *1 l1 E
C
C PRINT OUT	 IN:PIJT—DATA
70 PRINT 70
71 PRINT 74
72 PRINT 541	 (GJ ( J),J=I9M1
73 PRI NT 76
74 PRINT	 549	 (i:t (J) „1x1,4')	 i
75 PRINT 78
76 PFUNT 4R 1	 tOLSFAR(J)/J=L,H1
C
77 00 14 1-103





C FORM GL9P !S' L	 STIFFNESS AND MASS tATRICES
Cn	 32	 111=19111111 
R.? I3M3=11*3-3
R3 1F(I1.GT.1)G1	 T^ 519 ?
C
R4 LAsCALF	 STIFFS	 tESTY°i.GJ(lf,fY(11,1^[tif1
t RS CALL
	
TPFC4KM	 { : STTF;1. 9 THETA 104F)
4h r'ALL	 S T I F FS	 ( 5STTPF . r,J(2),FI(2),2,4F)














99 Dq 646 I = 1.NFD2
90 D^ 646 J=1yNFD2
91 ESTIrF	 ( TrJI=E ST1 . FFtl rJ) +E	 o1F1 ( I+MF02rJ +MFD2)
Q2 646 CVNTIIJ11F






STTFFF	 1ESTIFF.P,}';11P1) . FTIIIPI}.IIP1rNF}
S7 CALL	 TR FORM	 1 E S.TI FF. Ti+%=TA 1 oNF )
C
r	 9.1B 929 CCVTINU-
_ C
C COMRINP FLEVENTAL MATRI C ES INTO GLOBAL 14ATRIX
99 0r1	 13	 .11=1.*ir
1 ,00 nO 1' K1=] OF
101 STTrF ( I313+J1.13143 +K1)=STIFF ( 13N3+J1r TSM3+KiI+FSTIFF ( J1•K1I
102 11 CONTMTN!iE
103 32 C )%IT INU 'E
C
C PR INT ri-UT TH E 	 STIFF—MATPIX
104 PRINT R.2
105 DO 2R0 T=I tM3
106 OR INT 4 69	 I
107 PRINT	 14r	 (ST1FFIIr•I)rJcI.rM3)
10.8 280 C1?vTIN11r-
C
C k'STRIX K - MATR!X A
109 t±n	 31s]
	 1=1.03
ilA C +	 310	 J=L9,43
111 TIIFFII..)} = ST 1FF ( I.J1—J;II.J)
112 310 CGVTINIVIS	 s
113 GCTO 320
114 PRINT RR
**:WARN1rtG** 	0;NUMW r-R E D EXECUTABLE STATFMFNT FOLLOWS A TRANSFER
1L5 Cn 3:1
I16 PP ' 1t?T	 46,	 I
117 PRIMT	 54,	 Ir,IFF(I.JI ► J=1 .M3)h-	 118 311. CONIMIF
119 320 CnNJINUF.
c
120 CALL	 I4VT	 IDTFFr^43v1.0G6)
C Gr-N PtL T 7Fj; 03 SPLAC£ME-NTS
'^	 121 '3n 33?	 I=1r`"3
122 V M> 11 1 =0.0
123 DI 331 J-1,VSTtR
124 Vf''?_ 1TI=V£f]_(i4 + A(IrJ) * ALPHA
1z.5 332 CC•'TIr41JE
126 R^ 360	 1=1. M 3
127 cDPI I)=11A
I V1 DO 361) J =1 r*3
12 0 cna ( II= FDPi II+GIFFIIrJI * VEC2IJ)
130 36LI C4?%T ]N I If
C
C a,:r. ,'iT 'UT MSPLACEMFNT VFCTCq




PQ 110 T of




13R	 Dn 400 lalvK
139
	 3=(I-1)*3+1




142	 POINT 44. FDp 1 .1142 .540	 +RIBUH ( I )*EnP(L ) + 7.540	 ,EVP f K)*57.2
I	 95790 . EDPIL) *57.295780
*EIITENSIDN * OTHER C.V'A PILERS PAY NOT ALLOW EXPRESSIONS IN OUTPUT LISTS
*EXT€NSIGN* OTHE R MA PILFPS VfY NOT ALLOW EXPRESSIORS IN OUTPUT LIsys





147	 DO 420 I=1•m
349	 J=(I-1)w3+1
140 	K=il-11*3+2
150	 L=l 1-11 a3+3
151
	
PP. IMt 41r. f gPt.))*2 : i40	 -4IRLHII ) *F0PfL)* 2.540	 ,Fi3P (X)*57.2
1	 q5 "$; ; ^;IPiL 1^57.7_45^'t30
*FXTEN$lr) r4!* OTHER CC`+ P. LcRS "8Y NOT ALL '-' W E 1. 7 kcSSIONS IN OUTPUT LISTS
*EXTF 'JSIUN* OTHER CO"PIL'PS PAY NOT ALLr~W EXPRESCIENS IN JUTPUT LISTS















C	 TNT DrUPLFT Lf. -F TI CE PTC F jRr
C	 FOR	 ST-^A)Y-PLA'44P,SJlkSCNIC, CO n1PPfSSTALn FLOW.
C
G	 IRCF rM= NTAL n %CILLIT r.:ZY ,^ rZWNVA-SH FACTORS
C	 (8Y P ITTING TH" 3 -r:1 L F l !'.CTION = OR LIFTING FUr.CTI'3NS WITH A ¢ARAIOLA)C
C	 SYMBOLS.
C	 : Ln H^	 =STATIC A NGL: OF ATTACK
C	 'r ' T Le=LCC3TI:3V iF T 7- ?CB OT POINT wN LS10IN, SVriF
C	 GCCTTE=LCG.^ITIC'd C r- THE 4OC-T PRINT O N T P AM N., EDGE
C	 TIPLF =Lrr:sTI7 P. l G G THE TIP P71rrT f!V LEV^ING LGCF
G	 T;PTS =LCCITIC4 `1 i;- T4C TIP POi^T ON TRAILING ECG;
C	 +i	 Zf,ljkACI-. t fF CCL t IMNS nF WI N G, PANFLS C ON ONE W1NG1
C	 M	 =.i:!qprc nc P;sN E L% Pr y r.,,LUPN
C	 t THE (^LU"NS P ill: F ROM THE L %OING TO TRAILING EDGE nF THE WING)
C	 .9	 =L EHGT+i Cr S xM i-WING SPAN
C	 P=urC t I } = n•-PGi" n:TAf.= 'jF CHOP(iWI SE LOCATION M, TPF W ING
C	 P[i,CSfJI=PreCE^!TAGE OF SP d id--WlSF LOCATION ON TPE WING
C	 OF =;CH OOUSLCT LINE-
C	 'rCH WING PANCL
C	 X I (I , J) =U CLT I::'4 ') r EArH	 PO INT rNT E GCH PANEL
C	 X II.JI = LOCATI 'C , N OF RFCSIVING PCTNT Qh LACH PANEL
f	 a!ASLP = ;LOPE OF 1 4A.1nR AXIS OF THE WING































(W14T=r84r)S:)d3a1 4 0c iNlad
	1161








(NI' 1=I`iI)Ojosd) `hSZ UV;s	Obl
	





1?NVd UN111 H3w? 3J .*3n: 301 -J NOLL'41fQTQ3
SiN3W313 tMIA13a3'! ONV 9NIGNBS 1H1 
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?03 XI^(I )=IT I PV­ -7 I PLFI * P r p CC( II+TI PLP
III
2G4 TA;LaAAII) = IX!ItII -xi I I II)IS
205 2x10	 CCINTI 1^1'I^ -
y206 C[11	 -Tr-0i0TL" #
207 CIIMI -zTIPT' - TIPLF
204 tX'SLP=tTIDL-_-rF•ttLF+O.3790*ICIIM]-C(ll)1/R
20 p AXF?Y ,=57.21;5780*OATAN;(AXSLPI
211 284 FOP wAT	 I r - 1 , 0 SLC°C 9F M A J3P AXIS =', F16.6, 	 DEGREFS'I
G
I: SLOPE 11 9 LI M E	 ( n0 A LFTS,	 SL:nPI:,	 WITH 1TS A^ • GLEv	 LAMDjOs
212 07 370 1=1 , N
213 on 300 J=L,1M I
114 Ci,ll= Ctll - (C(i) -C'IMI)*PFRC.S[J!
215 C.I:Lf.ii,:!)=tP=wCr{I+11-P!'p[CtI1]*CIJ) i
216. 300 CONTINU E





??? XIIPIII =XII 	 II)+f3..7511	 *0)FLC{I.II
223 X VIP 11}=.t I'1?1+;).750	 -[;PLC(isINII
224 370 RCVSLOt11=(XInPIII- - XIIR (I111^t
2@'5 PpI^1T 3PQ
226 360 F-0" S AT	 ('-'+'* ItvIAti.L' GF 7-ACH DOUBLFT	 LINE	 IIN DEr.FZEES)41
227 PPINT	 105,	 IL.A*,'')AD( T1.3=1.N)
229 305 FORMAT !(4X,FI6.5)
S:
C
C ;yra Cnyp)T(rrr, T4-' RE091REO COfDRDINATES
229 IJ=O
230 nrl	 405	 I = L, N r
23.1 011 405	 J= 1, M
232: 4UII . J1=tE T A[J+l! -FTO( 1))/C^Ct)S{LAMDAIII)	 •
233 t	 iNnfxJ=2,('+-J)+1
?234 DELJtt I..#]=+1.53rh:=^EEGs I. } )* I: TAI.J+11 w 1 TAtJ))*IL(1l ^i1^Ct` XJ1	 +ff IMl•(]^:)-I} }/Sf tl!*N'3 t
°Q^235 Gcj."tI,J1='FLA[I.3]/^icT^
23,4 I J =? J+I !^1
237. ) *SLOPE- (I l I23R ETACIJ)=v.5t)*(=T:.SJ}+ 	 TPQ+1I)









248 40S	 C. ^ r : TI C] J= a
244 PPI`!T	 '08
250 30B F!"'HAT	 [ ' -','X I- LCC jTj or OS ALONG THE MAJOR	 4XIS=-'1
251 PPI04T '340,	 (XIAX(X),K=1,w)
25? PRINT 310
253 31.0	 FS)?"=T	 (' - 'r4X,' M r zo 	 IS	 T"F.	 VECTC zt OF	 Mt.
2s4 or 311	 I=! ,ti
255 PRINT 31U













	 ^I	 sp..x.w 	 ,{^1^	 Mrera-.	 t^$iAi^va.n^i^	 t'^
	 1-.^ 1	 ^	 ^	 M^.1	 ^^..w^l	 ^w^+ 	 "1w ^:	 i^.1	 '^.	 ...w..!
257 321 C MIT IN1JE
C PAINT 314
C 314 FnrmAT { 1 - ',4X,'X-LOC ATIONS OF E4C4 RECEIVING POINT')
C PIR INT
 t 74
C 04.I:NT 340,	 t(XI1 9 A ,J=1. MI,t=I,NI
P R INT ?2('.
259 320 FC? N«'T	 V =' ,4X, l0 ANEL AREA !'N ON1 WING')
260 Do 350 I=1,N
261 PAINT 130
262 330 F07 44T	 ('-11
263 . Pvl NT 340,	 V)	 LAtI , J1,J= l,H'1
21-4 340 FnRM aT 	 (4'/.,I0,:1?.6)
265 350 C('NTTV JE
266 PRINT 352
261 352 F!19MAT	 ('-',T?0,''L(Ir J )	 WIT H SIGN OF	 THEIR	 X-COORDINAT1: LOCATION !3
IEING CPPRIFO ALANG61
268 OC 353 I=IvN i
269 PRINT 33.0 1
270 PRINT 340,	 (FL ( I,Jl,J=19H)
2 -1 1 353 C'llTIP31JE
272 PRINT 354
273 354 FORMAT V- 0 ,T20, ' R(I.J1 WITH SIGN OF THFIR X-CRORDINATE LOCATION e
LFI Nr CkRRTf' ) ALOPIG' 1
274 00 355	 I=19N I275 OP PIT ?1(.
216 POINT	 140,	 (a( I,J ),..J =i.a)
277 355 CONT IN" IE
C E
G P-04 CALCULATE OPS(1) AND	 )RSIS1	 MfiTRICES
C PRINT 360
C 360 FOPM.AT	 ('-',13X,'D95S',20X,'DRS1.)
278 T1=1.0
279 K L=0
28U DO 590 K---I N




C PP TNT 415
C 415 FORMAT	 1'-9')
C PRINT 361, KL
284 Do 580	 I=11N
C PRIG?T 315
C 315 FCP.'48T	 (4X,'	 ' !
285 DO 5 RO J=I,P
286 IJ=TJ+I






2 ,93 ROOT- DS(34Ti[4Ull,J)**-7--2.0	 F (X.4X3*OSTM(LAM0A,(Ill	 --
1	 +YtMETA*["(OS(LA.Mogi l)) 1'*t1U(I,Jl+Xf4XI*4,2.+YMFTA**21
294 IRIGHT=MU(1,J11( Y'tTT3* ( YIL)-ETA ( J+1)) 1 +(ROOT /( V(L)-ET4(J+1)1	 j
1	 - mndT (X'.X I*w2 +Y3 4 ET 8 *v2 ) / YMFTA 1 /4 XVXI *rX0S ( LAMr)A( III
. 2	 -Y.[.TA*DST.Y(LrkDA(D l l 	 W
?G5 RU-T= 	DS0PT( m ' J(I.J1'^: *2-7.0	 *(Xt+ XI*t)STN ( LAMf)A (Ii! 	 co
1	 -YRETAAOCrtS(LAMDAi I1))*uU-( I,J1+XMX1v *2+.YP E TAIA #21
296 I L:FF T=('UI I. J) / (YP=TA'* ( Y( L l +ETA 4 J+11 ) ) -(R.3nT / (Y (L ) +ETA(J+1) 1









2	 +YPi TC	 (LATM1()(1 ? I) I)	 z	 >^-
C	 0005=( IPIrHT+ILr= rT)*DC0S ( LA!ADA(III
C	 IF ('a .rQ.O.Q) C!OT IT 492
24 ?	 n7 SS ( KL.IJ)=(IPI(',14T+TLEr-T(aCCCS ( LAM^AtllI
298
	 OrSS(KLoTJ)=!?RSS(KL. lit *0.50•DELX(I.J)/4.0/3.14150,265380
C
C	 TFAf15FgRP UC K TO T4E ORIGINAL Y—AXIS
Yk,fTA =YMETA/BSTA
Y°CTh=YPETr!/BETA
Y w 7T0C=Vt$! TcC/RFT.A




C4LL I mVPT ( 0RSS . 14Rr,1.4D0)
C. 00 600 T=I_,N
Dn 6.00 J=1. r•1






C	 zv&a*+ca *A* , tiri ,rz*a:F4=Vk* -4EWAus	 **=****** **At*&	 If e.r*****
S rJj11 P ro U T I J1Ic S T IFF = ( c.STIFF.EGJ,EFI.N,r:F)
TvaLTrl •r f4F*,L = (1 (4-140—Z)






C	 Fn8M Fc^,'PfNr, STIFFN"ESS MATRIX
r' 40 T =1,':F
40 J = l. `"! F
z1%IFF1 I 	 1=0.0
40 CfF,TIPUr:
F5 - *FF1 1,I1=13. /RLC ?'-EEI
r S T {F^{1921=6. /4 LC2t-FFI
'S T I F F{ 1.41=-12./RLC3rCcT
EcTIc' (?.I)=FSTIFr(I.2)







FST1FF1 F - 21- !- STIFF(2,5)
ES'1FFf5 . 4)=rSTIFF(4.5)
ScT!FF(5.S)=ESTIFF(2,71
C 	 -ra* T.IP SI^,"llt STIF FpJESS MATRIX-
34,	 =STI Fr- ( 3,3)=EGJ/PLC












































C #***,c*tl****w***ss#i^#t*#=ts x*****s*#*israkk**^ztry*rfsa*^I**t#a.#sit#*#* .
347 SURRnUTIMS TP. F GR'M (A,THFTAT,NF)
349 IMPLICIT Rr:ALt 8 (A—H,n—Z)
;45 OIMFNSjC-N AfNFj flF1 ► TPAt4S(6 	 ,6	 1 9 PR00 96 #6	 1
C
350 RO 44 I=I,NF
351 D(? 44	 J-1,f.EF
352 44 T24NS(I,J4=0.0










36 :1 fln	 51	 I =1,NF
`	 264 0r1	 51	 . 1 =1,Nc
36S PFOo(I.J)=0.
366 nn 52 K=1.NF
_	 3F7 52	 PRn43[?,. 1 1=^A['D(I , JI+TRAHS,( K#Ii#kIK,J1
368 5; CCUTINU7
370 Of	 53	 J =1,NF
371 t(IrJ)=Q.O
372 nV 54 K=1 9 ^4F I
373 54 A	 (I,J1=A	 (I,J)+PP0C[I,K']*TFANS(K,JI
374 53 C014TIN^iE	 •
37S it	 FFTiJPN
376 EQ_
C•' #Z+/**fK*7.#.fk3,y sr ^r3*fi,ti,t7^#'Rt#l,r!*^YCy ^'t^$zf#43z C'^'#1Y#*##ft-,y7t***'#*****^^!^^
377 SUB;OUTINE A M AT l A#,N#*A3 # RLPHA # S0,	 RFTt,MSTAAl
C
C SYMOCLS:—
C THtTA:l	 =,alirLF FROM CLASTIC AXIS ONTOTt+- Y—AXIS
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Tabulation. of Wind Tunnel Data
Ste, 
= 
423.06 sq. in., C = 8.36 in.
1)	 q.= 50















1 C = 0.1037	
4	 o.o36	 -0.015
D
























































EDGE	 STATION NUMBER	 VERTICAL
ot	 2.13	 ON WING	 6
Pm
iTRAILING EDGE	 6	 0.282	 0.203
2.13	 7
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L
LEADING EDGE	 STATION NUMBER
	
5.38	 ON WING	 dLE
	
6 TE
CL = 0.4779	 3	 0	 0.02
CD . 0.1254	 4	 0.149	 0.155
kill	 Ii CPM -0.3443	 5	 0.408	 0.296




C = 0.1252	 9D
C
,
FM_ -0. 3437	 10
ILEADING  EDGE	 STATION NUMBER
VERTICAL DEFLECTION
Ll
a	 8.62
? C_	 0.7728L
C	 0.1540D
l cpm	 -0.4776
TRAILING EDGE
8.62
0.78 0.535
1.323 0.95
2.048 1.562
2.898 2.286
3.678 3.165
VERTICAL DEFLECTION
, I
46
ON WING
3
4
5
6
7
